Pennsylvania Tossers Clash With Formidable Syracuse Team Today

Red and Blue Expected to Use Knives in Effort to Chuck Up Third Consecutive Win

Allen on Krauser to Oppose

Craig Esparza Hard Game with Orange and Rice Y. M. C. A. Field Diamond

First Issue Edited by Newly Elected Editors of the Literary Magazine in Next Few Days

Cover Design by F. B. Forward

"Liberty Belle," the title of the current issue of the Penn Argus, will be the first in a series edited by the newly elected board. The coat of arms is the official Penn Argus emblem. The top of the helmet is crowned by the modern girl putting on a cigarette. The word "Liberty" is accompanied by a loud Noise pages by Hopkins, and Spooner's "Help, Help." Comments on the parts which contribute to the various departments of the University are contained in the Penn Argus activities. The art work of Editor-in-Chief Public is common to everything.

The policy of the Board in regard to the Editorial material has been changed and the new board is the one finally decided upon. The entire issue makes a fine debut, and speaks well for the future of the new board.

The next year the board will continue the policy of the former board, and the University will be the beneficiary of the Penn Argus activities. This issue was accepted upon the magazine of the new board.

Golfers Toss in Final Tournament

University Liveman Meets Westeyan and Brown Today in Dual Contest

After opposing Westeyan in the Delaware tournament, the Pennsylvanian golf team will be off against Brown in 5-club in the final series of the season. Both matches will be played at Princeton. Since both Brown and Princeton are known as strong teams, additional issues are expected.

The defeat victory over Columbia on the Westchester Hills course last Saturday resulted in the Pennsylvania golf team maintaining its confidence and their ability to end the season on a high note. The team breaking off is composed of Marshall, Bower, Hem, and Seymour, Captain Mort, who has been playing a vital part in the Penn State championship. Coach Black, in his role as the Morton Wilson Cup. The Penn State golf team left last week for the Penn State-Pennsylvania game to be played Thursday in the Atlantic City.

The golfers at the University have been functioning in a perfect condition, and their aim has been to win the final match against Princeton.

PhilaTemple Play CONCLUDED TONIGHT

With a full house expected, the Philadelphia Society will present the farewell performance of "The Man Who Came to Dinner" at the War Memorial's Auditorium from the Players and Players Club, 1224-26 Locust St. An attempt to depart from the "naturalistic" motions of the play is expected of the modern versions of the play. The American society has established much favorable comment on the part of the critics.
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NEWEST DRUG STORE ON THE CAMPUS

"COURTESY SERVICE"
Try a Buttermilk Breakfast at our Fountain—Appetizing—Serious.

Explain the

PHARMACY
of

TROUSLER SHOP
905 24th St. Phone 2222

Do You Read
The Girard Letter?

If you are interested in Phila-
delphia's historic past, in its present, industrial supremacy—
and, in general, in the interesting questions of the day, you should
enjoy reading The Girard Letter regularly.

Upon request the Company
will be glad to place on the
reading list, without charge, the
name of anyone desiring to receive The Girard Letter.

GIRARD
TRUST COMPANY
Broad & Chestnut Sts, Philadelphia

Social Season's Climax
Provided by P. M. BAUER

Well-Known Restaurant Man Will Stage Festival of Famous Artists for
Benefits of Students

CAMPUS TALENT TO ADD INTEREST
P. M. Bauer, noted campus restaura-
tant, has completed his plans for his
second annual Jubilee, to be held at 9:30
Tuesday evening, June 1, at the
mansion—emporium on Thirty-sixth
Street. Those who witnessed his grand
first jubilee last year will be sure to come to those
who have never seen the festival will not
be caught if they fail to attend, for "P. M.
provides a bigger and better Jubilee this
year than last.

Among the specialties arranged are the
following, including many well-known
artists: George C. Kunkle, Mink and Wig
star, will present a Charleston specialty.
Frank Wheeler and his Pennsylvania Hoo-
choos will provide many of the "pep-
past selections for which they are noted;
Andy Minaman and two partners will sing
their favorite trio selections. In addition
there will be three songs performed by
members of this year's cast of the Mask
and Wig show.

The feature of the evening will be a
selection of old-time harmony pieces by
Commer, with those new harmonizing for
the Roal Pennsylvania, student WCUA,
under the inspiring lunar beams of his
famous violinist now broadcasting for
his plans for this season.

And) Shuman and two partners will sing
for the Giant will provide many of the "peppy
from the chance Box, and a quartette of
high-power selections for which they are noted;
Helen Kunkle and two partners will sing
three skits performed by
their favorite trio selections. In addition
there will be many of the "peppy
artists: George C. Kunkle, Mask and Wig
star, will present a Charleston specialty.
Frank Wheeler and his Pennsylvania Hoo-
choos will provide many of the "pep-
past selections for which they are noted;
Andy Minaman and two partners will sing
their favorite trio selections. In addition
there will be three songs performed by
members of this year's cast of the Mask
and Wig show.

The feature of the evening will be a
selection of old-time harmony pieces by
Commer, with those new harmonizing for
the Roal Pennsylvania, student WCUA,
under the inspiring lunar beams of his
famous violinist now broadcasting for
The West Philadelphia Title and Trust Company
S. W. COR. LANCASTER AVE. and FORTIETH ST.
Established 1860
CAPITAL, SURPLUS & PROFITS $1,500,000
RESOURCES $10,000,000
37 YEARS OF SEASONED EXPERIENCE IN BANKING AND TRUST SERVICE

In September, 1926, the Walnut St. office will be opened in our six-story office building under construction at N. E. cor. 36th and Walnut Streets.

Member Federal Reserve System and Philadelphia Clearing House

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut and Thirty-Ninth Streets

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA

Financial Unrestricted Parking Garage
600 ROOMS
500 BATHS
Rooms with running water from $2.00 per day
Rooms with private bath and shower from $3.00 per day
Food and Service the Best
Near West Phila. Station Pennsylvania Railroad

OSCAR W. RICHARDS, Manager

PALMER BUSINESS SCHOOL
Select Citizens Limited Admission
(Founded 1885)

In our 40 years of service, we have built up a unique school giving efficient instruction in Bookkeeping, Accounting, Penmanship, Arithmetic, English, Spelling, Shorthand, Typewriting, Real Estate, and Business Administration. College preparatory courses especially preparing for the Wharton School.

Day school, $18 a month. Evening school, $6 to $14 a month. Telephone Fitch 3092 for illustrated catalogue.

PALMER BUSINESS SCHOOL
16 So. Tenth Street, Philadelphia

After July 1, 1926, will accept Friends Central School 15th and Race Streets

Tryon
Tennis
BaseBall
Golf
Fishing Tackle
Golf Clothing

SPORTING GOODS
912 CHESTNUT STREET

NOTICES
Class Record—Members of the 1926 Record Board may give orders for their pictures to Ray Grant at the Record office one day from 1:30 to 2 o'clock.

Punch Bowl—Chairs will please write with Business Manager on subscription, before going home. You are charged with the blanks you have cut.

OUTDOOR MINOR SPORTS—Candidates for Lacrosse, Golf, and Tennis report at Recreational Laboratory, Tuesday, June 1st at 3 P.M. for managerial written examination.

Also all candidates and assistant managers for the above three sports report at the office of the Council on Athletics at 3 P.M. Thursday, June 3rd for examination before the Council for Outdoor Minor Sports.

Get your Self-Feed Pencil 5 FEET OF LEAD WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT OR REFILLING

Prices $1.25 and $3.00
Unconditionally Guaranteed

Jewelry Repairing Engraving HALF CUTS COUNT UP WHY BE LATE FOR CLASS

Watch Repairing ROGER F. PRICE

1947 Woodland Ave. Above the Second Floor Campus Delicatessen

You Will Find
Things just as you desire them. We have the finest and most complete line of Drugs, Toilet Articles and Students Supplies to be found anywhere in West Phila.

Zullinger's Drug Store
1545-5-6 CHESTNUT ST.

The Glass of Fashion
Fashions come and fashions go but figures prove that Coca-Cola is still the most popular of all beverages.

IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT IS — 7 MILLION A DAY
Through the world is before you
Make successes of yourselves!

“Before the Wind”

—With the rising of the sun today, we’re setting a SALE
that knows no equal!

Every item of haberdashery is substantially reduced—
our stock comprising only new, saleable, spring-togetty.

So “salt away” a good supply of that haberdashery
which is going to “put you over” this summer.

“Harken ye to these!”

**Ties**

Formerly $1.00 now 75c
$1.50 now 65c
$2.00 now 1.45
$2.50 now 1.95
$3.00 tic and hft. sets now 2.65

**Hosier**

Formerly $1.00 now 75c
$1.50 now 65c
$1.75 now 65c
All but a few pairs of these are very fine full-fashioned imported hls hse.

**Shirts**

Formerly $3.00 now 2.00
$5.00 now 3.00
$6.50 now 4.00
All are in the R. O. T. C. issue.

**Golf Hose**

Formerly $5.00 now 3.50
$5.00 now 3.50
$7.50 now 4.25

**Penn and Ink**

We approach the dust-covered Underland today with some feeling for the number which a worker experiences when he reaches the platform and discovers he is miss an audience.

The seed we have in mind has to do with the student who went a bonnet shop to the Straw Hat Day. His face showed that he was a “pot bellied” picked out in the Frog Pond by the Underland faculty.

However, we must ablute you to two fellows for following the coed’s toast, and in return for your loyalty we are going to tell you all about the scene. No, not the bath tab mystery. The Daily News will give you an illustrated account of that.

We are told that the latest issue of Sante contains a review of “Thunder on the Left,”. This evidently relates to the fact that took place in the last Business Law Exams.

We may safely predict that the article for this contained legitimate news. Where, then, do the misprints which have marred this column and In return for your loyalty we have to write this column is a mystery.

The man with his arm tied above his head is still on the bench. The fact that he is wearing splendid broad hat bods as he is to believe that he is one of these students who always has his head up in class and is all too often being called on by the professor who designated him.

On the other hand, it may be that he is one of the fine old wide-awake who has fallen into the habit of reading outlandish or nonsensical things.

When he walks down the street, everybody knows him.

The Punch Bowl committee to sign up as members has a huge success to date. In fact, the complimentary fine has grown out of all proportions during the past two years.

The Academy of Fine Arts has presented fifteen of its students with Traveling Awards, which appears to be in line with the Philadelpia’s Academy of Fair Arts. The awarding of these is not only for the awards by the Academy, but we are not sure of these.

George will now render the saga of Dan HcMrew in all his splendor.

Sophie was a dear, dear daughter; she did the thing that her mother couldn’t.

The first in the log all passed away.

For her sake I will not announce one day.

We hope you will sit down and enjoy the article.

A CASE OF GOOD SPIRIT

Quite often the newspapers of the East and especially those of Philadelphia do much to enhance the reputation of this University. Very seldom do articles which serve to attain this noble end appear.

However, one of the old publications published Thursday evening an article which certainly did nothing to improve the reputation. And yet, as it is, we must not be permitted to examine the article for it contained legitimate news. Where, then, are the makers of the article to blame?

In short, the entire article is just this: At the baseball game Monday, the team between our Varsity and the visiting team, the Red and Blue "supporters" in the other" wearing violet in "playing," in our own players, Dr. Carter, Pennsylvania’s coach, was forced to resign his term. On the occasion from time to time he has much talk about “Pennsylvania Spirit” and about the traditions of this Institution. What a fine impression the visiting players must have of that spirit! The manner of our guests is like that the final loss with the academic honor.

We are not trying to lay the blame for this incident upon the student body as a whole, or upon those who attended the game. The fault lies almost solely with those “rooters” who saw fit to sully the honor of Pennsylvania. We urge the student body as a whole, or even upon those who attended the game. The fault lies almost solely with those "rooters" who saw fit to sully the honor of Pennsylvania.

Everyone, except Fred Reeder and two of the business men who have signed to Dartmouth to a house party. The only question is that the fault lies with the students themselves.

The man with his arm tied above his head is still on the bench. The fault lies almost solely with those few "rooters" who saw fit to sully the honor of Pennsylvania.

The original plan for the article for this contained legitimate news. Where, then, do the misprints which have marred this column and in return for your loyalty we have to write this column is a mystery.

We may safely predict that the article for this contained legitimate news. Where, then, do the misprints which have marred this column and in return for your loyalty we have to write this column is a mystery.

At the baseball game Monday, the team between our Varsity and the visiting team, the Red and Blue "supporters" in the other" wearing violet in "playing," in our own players, Dr. Carter, Pennsylvania’s coach, was forced to resign his term. On the occasion from time to time he has much talk about “Pennsylvania Spirit” and about the traditions of this Institution. What a fine impression the visiting players must have of that spirit! The manner of our guests is like that the final loss with the academic honor.

We are not trying to lay the blame for this incident upon the student body as a whole, or upon those who attended the game. The fault lies almost solely with those “rooters” who saw fit to sully the honor of Pennsylvania. We urge the student body as a whole, or even upon those who attended the game. The fault lies almost solely with those few "rooters" who saw fit to sully the honor of Pennsylvania.

Everyone, except Fred Reeder and two of the business men who have signed to Dartmouth to a house party. The only question is that the fault lies with the students themselves.

The man with his arm tied above his head is still on the bench. The fault lies almost solely with those few "rooters" who saw fit to sully the honor of Pennsylvania.
CHRISTIAN FAITH IS HUMAN FAITH
AT ITS BEST

THURMAN

Distinctive Clothes
You will be pleased with our selection of exclusive fabrics for spring and summer clothes. Best Suites in the City at $85 to $225. Smartness and Style in every garment and at moderate prices.

New Men will be always right in quality and fit—
and at a price only slightly higher than ready made.

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
115 WALNUT ST.

Every Pennsylvania Man
Blessed with a spirit of loyalty, gratitude and appreciation of what our home State has meant to him, must want to give something to the Endowment Fund.
He can give generously and at small sacrifice. A telephone call will bring full information.

ALBERT B. KELLEY
215 Commercial Trust Bldg

EVEK DAY IN 500,000 HOMES
Freihofer's
Fine Bread Is Served
Fresh From Oven
Meet

"JIGGS"

in

Bringing Up Father"

Poor old Jiggs! Just when he had his heart set on going to the seashore this summer "Maggie" made up their minds to go to the mountains, so it seems as though it's either the mountains or the hospital for "Jiggs.”

Just One of the

12

Full Pages in America's Greatest Comic Section

4 Full Pages More Than Any Other Philadelphia Newspaper

SUNDAY

PUBLIC LEDGER

AND

NORTH AMERICAN

Buy It Tomorrow

TENNIS TEAM DEFEATS COLUMBIA NETMEN

Continued from Page 606

An unusual opportunity is offered college students to sell $10.00 Accident and Health Policies for one of the largest and soundest companies in the country. Many agents make $150 a week and over. Quite a number have built up permanent businesses of their own and live now on the renewals which come to them automatically.

Write Dept. A-1, Suite 215,5 Mont- 
gomery & Jersey City, N. J.

REPRESENT US AT HOME

Reliable workers can secure territory representation on dealers basis. We handle the collecting. Thorough training and assistance. Cal Rittenhouse 7035 for appointment. JohnConvery, 

G-17, District Sales Manager, The Thorlo 42 South 17th Street, Philadelphia.

Electricity levels the Mountains

In Mexico, romantic land of pretty senoritas and languorous minstrelsy, practical American engineers have harnessed streams so that mountains may be leveled.

The winding thirty-mile Maltrata incline on the road from Vera Cruz to Mexico City is now electrified. Ten electric locomotives replace twenty-three steam engines. The electrics haul twice the tonnage of the steam locomotives—and in half the time, with obvious benefits to traveler, railroader, and shipper.

Yet Maltrata is but an example of electrical progress. For electricity is conquering the grades of railroads and of industry alike, the world over.

Impressive, no doubt, but still modest when compared with the possibilities of electricity in years to come. And it remains for college-trained men, with trained capacity for initiative and leadership, to become ambassadors for further electrical conquests in foreign lands.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

6CHENECTADY, NEW YORK
SCKNFS TAKTN AT CRKF.N LANE SUMMER CAMP

Auspices of the Christian Association of the University of Pennsylvania many children are given splendid vacations during the hot summer months. Mr. David H. How, together with students of the University, form the personnel of the camp faculty.

An Appreciation

It is with a touch of the sentimental that we prepare this final piece of advertising copy for this college year.

The fine contacts with the men at Pennsylvania are the building blocks of our business, and we cannot see this season's campaign without mentioning our deep appreciation.

We would again remind you of our June sale.
Going Home Clothes

You can't go home without dressing up a bit. There's nothing like a dashing Styleplus to create just the proper impression on the folks at home.

The York Blue in particular makes a wonderful showing. There's nothing to beat it at its price or a little bit more—$37.50

Linen Knickers for vacationing and Memorial Day
$3.45 to $5.00

Golf Hose (domestic and imported) $1.50 to $10.00

Winners
The Penn Track Teams and Supplee-Wills-Jones Gold Medal Milk
Supplee Ice Cream Served on Franklin Field

Charles H. Clark Lumber
Established 1829
Specialties in Millwork

1500 South Front St.
108 Dickinson St.
Both Phones
Is This Your Last Year at Penn?

ARE YOU TAKING SOMETHING HOME WITH A PENN SEAL?
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF COMMENCEMENT GIFTS, MANY WITH SEALS.

RITZ JEWELERS 1450 Walnut Street

Walk-Over’s “Advance”
Summerweight
Black Calf $8.50
Patent Leather 9.00

For night’s bright lights shoes must be black

June! It’s the month of Commencements, Weddings and “social affairs” where we men must dress up. Most of these affairs happen after dark, so shoes must be black. Usually they happen on hot nights, so shoes must be Walk-Overs to give you the black style custom requires, with the personally fitted, light-weight comfort that you want.

Dozens of Summerweight Styles Ready
Harper’s Walk-Over Shops
1022 Chestnut Street
1228 Market Street

TRYON—

Tennis Baseball Golf
Fishing Tackle
Golf Clothing

SPORTING GOODS 912 Chestnut Street

Shoes for Every Occasion

FOR MEMORIAL DAY WEEK END TRIPS

How about treating your feet to a classy pair of Geuting’s Shoes?

Easy every step of the way

THE STUDENTS’ STORES

Open Monday, Wednesday & Saturday Evenings
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The LOTZ PHOTO-ENGRAVING COMPANY
HARRY G. LOTZ, PRESIDENT
12 TH & CHERRY STREETS, PHILADELPHIA

Designs, Illustrations and Photo-Engravings for all Advertising Purposes

Makers of the Engravings in this Publication